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The theory of schlieren and interferometer systems was described and 
related to studies of shock waves in a shock tube. An interferon1eter was pro-
cured and a schlieren system was modified for use with the U:l'vffi shock tube 
facility. The design and construction of a base for the systems and window 
assemblies for the shock tube comprised the 1najor portion of the work on this 
project. A short series of tests were run to ascertain the compatibility of the 
instrumentation to the Uivffi shock tube facility. 
\Vhile no schlieren photograph of the shock wave was obtained, the 
systen1 v.ras shown to be operating properly. The piezoelectric pressure trans-
ducers used in conjunction with a dual beam oscilloscope provided a record 
from w hieh shock velocity and strength could be calculated. Test results were 
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Shock tubes are becoming an ever more powerful tool for research 
dealing 'vith high temperature chmnistry, physics and hypersonic aerodynamics. 
Especially in areas dealing with aerodynamics and shock loading of structures, 
flow visualization is very helpful. To provide the accurate visual records which 
are so useful, optical 1nethods are available to photograph the flow patterns. 
Adapting an optical system for use with the shock tube requires windows on 
the tube as well as the optical system and related equipment. 
The University of I\1:issouri at Rolla has a shock tube which was designed 
and built in 1965 and was described by W. A. Crede (4). The shock tube has 
three basic sections, the primary driver, secondary driver, and the test section. 
Design pressures of each section are 10,000 psi, 5,000 psi, and 1,000 psi, 
respectively. The primary driver is cylindrical in shape and a spring loaded 
plunger is mounted internally in the section. The secondary driver is also 
cylindrical, but with a slightly smaller internal diameter. The test section is 
square with a total length of about twenty-one feet. The internal dilnensions 
of the test seciion are smaller than the dimensions of either driver section. 
The method of operation of the tube is basically to separate the three 
sections by cla1nping diaphragms, usually a metal sheet, between the primary 
and secondary driver and between the secondary driver and the test section, 
and then to suddenly release high pressure gas from the primary driver into 
a chamber which is at a lower pressure. The separation allows a vacuum to 
be drawn in the test section and some higher pressure to be built-up in the 
driver seetions. The diaphragm between the primary and secondary drivers is 
ruptured by releasing the plunger or sin1ply by pressure breakage. A shock 
2. 
wave forms as the high pressure is released into the lower pressure and the 
shock wave, which is physically formed in the secondary driver, breaks the 
second diaphragm. It subsequently travels down the tube at a velocity which is 
dependent on the initial pressure ratios between the sections and the area 
changes. Operation of the tube in the single diaphragm mode can be accon1plished 
by using only one diaphragm placed between the primary and secondary driver 
sections. 
In preparing the facility for optical studies of the shock wave, provision 
must be rnade to permit light to pass through the sealed test section. The win-
dows used n1ust therefore seal the tube for both the vacuum and th~ high pres-
sures associated with a shock wave. The window mounts must be able to with-
stand at least the same internal pressure as the test section itself. 
To eHminate the possibility of scratching the windows, diaphragm 
material must be chosen such that diaphragm rupture does not shatter the 
nmtcrial and hurl projectiles down the tube with the shock wave. 
'I'wo optical systems were considered for this facility. An interfero-
meter was desigiled for use with a continuous beam helium-neon laser and a 
schlieren system was to use a single flash from a spark-gap or flash lamp. 
The continuous light from the laser was to be used with photodiodes to monitor 
fringe shift, but the spark- schlieren type photography required timing of the 
single t1ash. The flash had to be ti1ned to occur ·while the shock wave was in 
the usable portion of the light bean1 which passed through the tube perpendicular 
to the shock direction. Both optical systems were to be mounted on a single 
base, interchangably, and the base was to be mobile so that the systen1s could 
be used for steady state wind tu1mel or shock tube studies. 
Pressure transducers were to be used to monitor the static pressure in 
the tube. They were also to perform the functions of a light trigger for the 
sdllieren system and a velocity determination base. 
ln this thesis are described the optical systems, an interferon1eter and 
a schlieren system, designed for and adapted to the Unlversi.ty of Missouri at 
Rolla &"hock Tube Facility. Also described are the 1nobile base used to support 
the ·optical systems, the window mounts and the shock tube n1odifications. The 
n1ethod of operating the schlieren system in connection with the two piezo-
electric pressure transducers is detailed in an example test procedure. 
3. 
4. 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Photographic studies of rapidly changing disturbances which create 
refractive index changes in a gas are usually accomplished by one of three 
m.ethods: shadowgraph, schlieren or interferometer. Each of these systems 
required some optics, a light source and a photographic equipn1ent. 
The shadowgraph or direct shadow method proposed by Dvorak in 1880 
is the simplest of the three methods. Basically the principle involves directing 
a point source of light toward a photographic plate. By flashing the high intensity 
light as a disturbance, such as a projectile, passes in front of the photographic 
plate, a shadow of the disturbance will be recorded on the plate. Shock waves 
also are observed by thls n1ethod since the pressure change across the shock 
changes the index of refraction of the gas. The light ray deflection is pro-
a2 
portional to the sf~cond derivative of density with respect to distance, - ~ • 
a * ax 
The density gradient (0~) is detected with a schlieren system. The 
principle from which schlieren methods were derived was described by Foucault 
in 1859. He described a method for optically testing a n1irror surface; now 
known as the Knife-edge test. The original suggestions of Foucault were 
developed by Toepler in 1864 for investigation of refractive index changes in 
liquids, flames, and pressure waves caused by spark discharges. Subse-
quently, his method has become known as the Toepler- Schlieren method 
* German for striation. Striation is a form of striate; to mark with a fine 
streak or line, especially a number of parallel lines. 
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(Figure 1). 1\fany experimental refinements have been incorporated in schlieren 
systems through the years. A common configuration now in use is the 'I\vin-
1\Hrror or"z~r system (Figure 13, Page 35). The use of concave mirrors in 
place of the very high optical quality schlieren head of the Toepler system 
lowers the cost and often shortens the overall length of the syste1n. Taylor and 
Waldram proposed the two-pass system (Figure 2) to eliminate the observance 
of a double image fron1 the concave mirror and at the san1e time doubled the 
sensitivity of their system because the light rays pass along the sa1ne path 
travelling both toward and away from the mirror. 
The Mach- Zehnder interferon1eter (Figure 5, Page 19), which gives a 
diJ;·ect method of measuring density, has been extensively in use as a tool in 
aerodynamic studies. The Twyman-Greene interferometer (Figure 8, Page 23) 
has been used for sin1ilar studies and in application to ionization produced by 
shock waves in shock tubes (11). 
Spark-gaps have been used as light sources for high- speed photography 
for many years. G. A. Jones (10) describes some of the early methods of 
producing electric sparks showing both the gap configuration and firing circuits. 
To produce the intense light required to photograph high- speed airflow, a 
capacitor or bank of capacitors is usually discharged across an air gap. 
The method of initiating this discharge and controlling its position and duration 
are 1natters for continued development. 
The amount of energy required to produce a sufficiently intense light 





Figure 1. Toepler Schlieren System 
Light Source Slit 
Knife 
Spherical Mirror 
Figure 2. Taylor-Waldram Schlieren System 
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Camera 
and optical systen1. The inter1sity problen1 is complicated by the fact that spark 
duration times of 0. 1 to 1. 0 x 10 -S seconds are required for shock tube work. 
Very short exposure tunes require n1ore intense ligl1t, but increasing spark 
intensity tends to increase the duration. Each application must; therefore, be 
treated individually to effect a solution con.~.bining the maxilnmn amount of 
light produced in the shortest possible time. 
Current in a discharge circuit depends on capacitance, C; inductance, 
I .. ; voltage, E; and other dissipative elements represented by a resistance, R • 
1 r 
'l11e first peak of current in a lightly damped oscillatory discharge is given 
approximately by 
with time period 
and drunping proportional to 
1 
I = E(C/L.)2 
1 
.l 
T = 2 7i(CL.)2 
1 
t ex: exp(R /2L.). 
r 1· 
''A good capacitor, with both non-inductively asse1nbled electrodes and short 
internal ~onnection is the prime requisite for a successful spark source. " 
(12). 
:r..rany spark-gaps used today are of the three electrode type described 
in references 3, 6, 10, and 12. In this configuration a triggering circuit causes 
a discharge to occur between a triggering electrcde and one of the two main 
electrodes causing instantaneous breakdown of the main gap. This discharge 
7. 
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is often constricted in a non-conducting cylinder to intensify the light and to make 
it as nearly a point source as possible. At times, a stream of inert gas is 
directed at the gap or the gap is sealed in an inert gas atmosphere to allow it 
to operate at higher voltages without undue electrode erosion or afterglow. 
Gap geometry is a factor in focusing an optical systen1 because the use of 
a hollow cylinder allows the spark to establish itself anywhere within the bore 
and it may change position fr01n spark to spark. Also because of the geometry, 
"it is inadvi.sable to specify flashes fro1n sparks by analogy with those from 
f1ash tubes, in ter1ns of i CE2 ; the h.n'!linou~;:; energy is not equal to this value 
and bears no constant relation with it." (12) 
George A. Theophanis (21) described a "strip gap" which eliminated 
georr1etric instabilities of the arc and the third or triggering electrode. He 
found the arc stability to be good because of the short arc path and the third 
electrode to be unnecessary because the gap will brer..k down under voltages at 
which cold cathode switch tubes operate. 
One ingenious method for obtaining a spark of extremely short duration 
was described by J. W. Beams and his associates (2). They used a length of 
coaxial cable in place of the conventional capacitors. The circuit was so 
arranged that when the spark was triggered, a pulse traveled down the cable. 
As the pulse which was reflected from the end of the cable reached the gap, 
the potential at the spark-gap was reduced to zero. The spark duration was 
controlled by varying the length of cable used. 
Using any of the three optical r11ethods with a spark-gap light source to 
photograph high- speed airflow in a shock tube, the usu~1 procedut~e is to take 
9. 
a series of pictures during a series of runs. If the flow pattern across an object 
is to be studied, each successive picture is delayed by a s~nall amount from 
the preceding picture putting the flow at a different position on the body. This 
delay can be ar~complished electronically by various circuits such as that 
descdbed by E. K. Parks and R. E. Petersen. (14) 
The flow in a shock tube is relatively reproducable for a series of pic-
tures. However, srnall instabilities in the flow can cause a wide variation in 
the results fr01n one run to the next. For this reason, H. Schardin {16) con-
cluded that cinen1atography with a system having good space resolution and an 
adequate fra1ning rate was particularly suited to identification of complicated 
phenmnena. 
Techniques for high-speed cinematography are numerous and are 
continually being in1proved. Many ultra-high-speed movie cameras are com-
mercially available (8). Other ieahniques for providing the high framing rates 
necessary for shock tube cinmnatography use repetition flashing of a single 
gap or tilned flashing of multiple sparks. Repetition flashing rates to 25,000 
flashes per second have been achieved by F. Frungel (6) with his high- speed 
flash lamp. A multiple spark-gap system devised by C. Cranz and H. Schardin 
with repetition rates to one million per second for a few pictures is described 
in reference 2. The multiple spark-gap system at Cambridge University (7) 
is an application of the Cranz-Schardin system. 
lO. 
A. SCHLIEREN THEORY 
Schlieren systems using lenses, mirrors or both are all basically the 
smne. The schlieren system shows the gradient in index of rBfraction since 
li.ght passing through a density gradient in a gas is deflected in the same maimer 
as though it were passing through a pris1n. The index of refraction of a gas is 
dependent upon the density, the speed of a wavefront of light varies inversely 
with the index of refraction, n, of the medium. Thus, a given wavefront will 
rotate as it passes through a gradient in density which represents also a 
gradient in refractive index. 
Yi/hile the physical con1.ponents of schlieren systems vary, the basic sys-
tenl set-ups are similar. A light source. is usually focused at a slit or knife-
edge in order to produce a point or line source of light. This light can he handled 
in 1nany ways. It can be focused again by a large, highly corrected lens (Figure 1) 
or collimated by a lens and then focused by a second lens. It can be focused by 
a concave 1nirror or collimated by a (foncave n1irror (Figure 13, Page 35) and 
then focused by a second mirror. The test section is positioned in the collin1ated 
section of the beam or in the focusing portion of the bemn in the respective 
systerns. At the point of refocus of the beam, a lmife-edge is placed exactly 
parallel to the slit source. By careful adjusbnent, a very narrow effective 
path is created for the light. 
As the second knife-edge is slowly moved across the focal point, the 
observed phenomenon with no disturbance present in the system is that a 
uniformly illuminated field is observed t.mtil the lmife-edge has entirely 
crossed the focal point. Then the entire field becomes dark. 
To ex::nnine qualitatively the schlieren principle, assume that the knife-
edge just blocks all the light. IT now a disturbance of refractive index occurs 
in the test section, light rays will be deflected toward or away fron1 the knife-
edge. Those rays deflected toward the knife-edge will not pass the stop y;hile 
those deflect0d in the opposite direction will pass over the knife-edge and can 
be observed. Son1e light rays may also be deflected parallel to the knife-edge. 
These rays will not produce any change in the observed image. 
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Comrnon practice in preparing the system for a test is to adjust the knife-
edge to allow approximately half the light to pass the focal point thus providing 
a low illumination background for study of the striations. 
For each elmnental volume in the test section which produces a deviation 
in light direction not parallel to the knife-edge, a point on the viewing screen 
will be nwre or less intensely illmninated and the composite of all these 
points forms the in1age of the phenomenon being investigated. The presence 
of the background allows the outline of the disturbance to be seen n1ore easily. 
Since only those deflections which are not parallel to the knife-edge 
become visible, aligning the knife-edge and slit parallel to an "X'' axis makes 
visible the density gradients in the "'Y1' direction. By rotation, the axes can 
be changed to any position, always making visible those gradients of density 
perpendicular to the particular orientation of the kniie-edge. By rotating the 
knife-edge and slit through successive steps for successive pictures a complete 
picture of the flow pattern can be obtained; providing the flow pattern does not 
cl...angc or that it can be reproduced. 






where V is the light velocity in a vacuum and V is the light velocity in the 
voo m 
medium. Thus the velocity of a given wavefront of light varies inversely with 










fro!lt rotation causes the normal to the wavefront to follow a curved path (Figure 3); 
since the norn1al is really the light ray, the latter is refracted as it passes 
through the density gradient. Noting that n is nearly unity for gases, it may 
i)C shown {App. Til) that 
~ = gradient n (3) 
where H. is Hu3 radius of curvature of the light ray. 
,.. 
Figure 3. Wavefront Rotation 
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The Gladstone-Dale equation 
n-1 
- = K 
p G-D (4) 
is used to relate the index of refraction to the gas density. In the equation, n 
represents the index of refraction; p is the density; and KG-D is the Gladstone 
Dale constant. KG-D is an exper.i.rnentally determined constant which occurs as a 
case of the theoretical law known as the Lorentz- Lorentz law. This special 
. case, for a gas at con3tant te1nperature, indicates that the value (n-1) is directly 
proportional to the pressure and thus the density. 
2 
n -1 n+1 ~- =-= (n - 1) ~- = const x p 
n'"" + 2 n + 2 (5) 
2 \Vhen n is very neady unity, as is the case with gases, the factor (n + 1)/ (n"' + 2) 
is nearly constant as required by equation 5. 
Nmv to exmnine two adjacent paths, a and b, which are separated by a 
distance 6s, use equation 4 to write to the index of refraction of both paths 
as, 
(6) 
Subtracting and dividing by ~ s 








KG-D = as as 
Keeping in n1ind that only those gradients not parallel to the knife-edge 
beco1ne visible, the coordinates X or Y can be substituted for s as the situation 
dt·~m.ands. Thus for density gradients in the X direction with the knife-(;:dge 
aligned perpendicular to it, 
L an 
E = R = L(GRAD n) = L-X OX (9) 
While these relationships are fairly simple, strict quantitative evaluations 
fron1 schliBren pictures are quite tedious and involve precise n1easuring of rela-
tive intensities on a photograph along with ray tracing through the geornetry of 
the optical system. For these reasons, and others described by H. Schardin 
(lG), qualitative interpretation of schlieren pictures is the most com.mon practice. 
Qualitative study yields much in.form.ation about a flow field and is quite ade-
quatc in 1nany cases. 
In application to shock tubes and wind tunnels, qualitative exa1nination 
of a series of schlieren pictures is con1monly used to stu.dy the flow field near 
a projectile or aerodyna1nic surface in sirrmlated supersonic flight. 
If 1nore detailed information is needed about the densities, the 1\tlach-
Zehnder interferometer is a standard instrument used for quantitative exami-
nation of flow fields. However, by n1aking use of Fraunhofer diffraction 
(Figure 4), a schlieren system can be used to obtain the same type of results 
which previously required the use of the interferometer. 
B. SCHLIEHEN INTERFEROMETRY 
E. B. Temple (20) described the n1odifications which allow a schlieren 
syste1n to yield quantitative res.ults by interference fringes. The principle of 
this modification is that a plane wavefront in a collimated beam of light is dis-
torted in its passage through a region of variable density, and as a result a 
variable phase distribution is produced in an exit plane which lies just beyond 
the distu.rbance and is perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the colli-
mated beam (optical path). The trem.endous rapidity of optical oscillations 
nonnally makes this phase distribution invisible, but it can be converted to an 
intensity distribution in which the maxhna and n1ini111a of intensity cor-
respond to points in the exit plane where the optical path length differs from 
that in an undisturbed portion of the plane by an integral nuntber of half wave-
lengths. Tbis can be done in a conventional schlieren systmn by reducing the 
light source slit to about 0. 05 mnt width and fonning a.n ilnage of the exit 
(object) plane with a convex lens or. concave mirror. A small absorbing object 
or other appropriate n1odificati.on is then inserted in such a way as to block the 
central maximum of the FraunhofGr pattern due to the free field (Figure 4). 
Very little disturbance light is cut off in the process since this light is 
refrn.cted and does not go through the focal point. The blocking of the free-
field light sets up :1 diffraction process which causes this light to spread into 
the border:i.ng disturbanc.e ilnage. The resulting interference produces the 
intensity band system. 
15. 
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L'ltensity Distribution of 
tlle i.l11age of a small light 
source due to Fraunhofer 
Diffraction. 
Figure 4. Frmmhofer Diffraction Pattern 
lithe disturbance is two-dimensional, with density gradient vectors 
perpendicular to the optical a.-xis, the measurem.ent of the phase distribution 
is. equivalent to a 1neasure1nent of density by virtue of the Gladstone-Dale 
equation (equation 4). 
Assmning that a n1onochromatic line source of wavelength :A is colli-
n1ated before passing through the test section, the test section would be uni-
formly ilhuninated if there were no disturbance throughout the optical system. 
As ~- pressure change disturbs the test section, the density and thus the re-
fraetive index changes. The interference fringes formed according to the 
Fraunhofer Diffraction principle are practically a picture of iso-optical path 
length. At the lines of m.axbnmn light intensity the optical path length is found 
for each path by f: ndz =OPL 
where Lis the length of the test section, n is the index of refraction, dz is 
16. 
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the differential length of the optical axis z, and OPL is the optical path length. 
The optical path length difference, OPLD, between two bright fringes is NA., 
where N = 0,1, 2, · · denoting the fringe order. At a point of n1inimum light 
intensity, OPLD equals (N + ! ) A. fro1n a given bright fringe. 
\Vith now containing density gradients, a fringe pattern is formed such 
that 
(10) 
is a constant on any one fringe, bright or dark, and changes by A. for adjacent 
bright or dark fringes. That is to say the optical path to one bright fringe is 
A. longer than the OPL to the adjacent bright fringe. Thus for two-dimensional 
flow, p = p(x,y) where (1 + KG-Dp)L is· constant along any one fringe, knowing 
p along any one fri.nge allmvs p of all other frir.ges in the field to be ealculated 
by 
N is again. an integer which denotes the fringe order, L is the physical length 
of the test section, p 1 is a known density of one fringe and p 2 is the density 
of the fringe to be calculated. 
(11) 
S01ne physical knmJv·ledge of the way in which the density changes in the 
:field is desirable so that any fringe could be chosen as the reference fringe. 
18. 
C. INTERFEROlVIETRY 
The lVIach- Zehnder interferometer (Figure 5) is an instrum.ent com.monly 
used for density measurements in high- speed gas flows in shock tubes and wind 
tunnels. The interferometer consists of a point light source with collimating 
optics followed by a beam splitter (plate} to allow the light to travel over two 
separate paths before being recombhied. The paths are of equal optical lengths 
a.ud one path passes through the test section while the other docs not pass through 
any 1nedium which would disturb it. If all mirrors and beam splitters are exactly 
parallel and the path lengths are equal (plus or tninus a few wavelengths), the 
in1age observed after recombination of the rays is a uniformly illuminated field 
with intt;Yderence fringes focused theoretically at infinity. By changing one 
path length by one half wavelength, A./2, the field would appear uniformly dark. 
All optical con1ponents of the system must be optically perfect and are normally 
flat and parallel to 1/lOth wavelength to assure good results. 
The interference fringe pattern which is quite often the most easily 
observed is that of localized fringes. These fringes wr..ich are nearly straight 
lines can be produced by rotating one plate, such as at the point of recombination 
of the rays in figure 5, through a small angle o. These localized fringes are 
also called fringes of equal width because they effectively indicate the path 
difference included in a wedge with a wedge angle 6. 
In Figure 6., the beams A and B would combine at the plate surface and 
follow the path that A takes to the screen if all plates and mirrors were 
exactly parallel. When the plate is rotated through the angle o. the beam A 
19. 
Figure 5. General Arrangement of Mach- Zehnder Interferometer 
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P,qrH 8 
Surface of Beam Splitter 
Surface Mter Rotation 
Figure 6. Localized Fringe Fonr1ation 
is unaffected, but B is reflected along a path which is at an angle 2o from the 
path of A. 
Asst;mc that at point 1 the optical paths of all rays arriving at the point 
are such that constructive interference occurs. At some point 2, at a distance 
d from point 1 (Figure 7), constructive interference again occurs as one path is 
now one wavelength, A., longer than the other path arriving at the point. At a 
point n1idway between 1. and 2. , destructive interference occurs resulting in 
a dark fringe where the path lengths differ by A./2. These fringes are actually 
lines which would be perpendicular to the page in Figures 6 and 7. 
For all angles less than six degrees, the trigonometric functions of sine 
and tangent are approxilnately equal to the angle expressed in radians. Then, 
since o fs much less than one degree for this application 
tan 2<5 = sin 2<5 = 2o 
Also beeause o is sn1all, the sE:paration of the bright fringes, d, (Figure 7) 
is approxilnately the hypotenuse :>f a right triangle, making 
or 
and more generally 
. A 
Sln 20 = -d 




where N is the integral number of wavelengths. 
Figure 7. Localized Fringe Formation (Enlarged) 
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(12) 
The fringe separation and width can thus be controlled by the magnitude 
of the 3.ngle o. 
\Vith the J\iach- Zehnder interferometer, a slight rotation of the plates in 
opposite directions produces the angle 6 and allows the fringes to appear to be 
localized at any convenient position along the optical paths. Localizing the 
fringes within the test section allow·s a photograph to be ta.ken vi'ith the fringes 
and the object being studied in focus at the same time. 
With the Twyrnan-Greene interferorneter (Figure 8) the angle o is usually 
controlled by J~otation of one of the mirrors through the desired angle. 
Assume now that all adjustments have been 1nade to produce a systern of 
localized fringes. By increasing the pressure of the gas in the test section, 
a. continuous change in index of refraction is created. With the refractive index 
change, a change in 0ptical path length occurs causing the observed fringes 
to move across the field. This optical path length change is 
22. 
(13) 
\vhere i and f 1~epresent initial and final states,respectively, and I.. is the test 
section length. This change produces a fringe shift of order 1n such that 
(14) 
The order m represents the nurnber of bright (or dark) fringes observed 
to n1ove past a fixed point. The order of fringe shift for localized f:dnges may 
also be determined by measuring the distance a given dark fringe moves, 1, 
and dividing this value by the fringe separation, d 
m = 1/d (15) 
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FJ.gure 8. General Arrangement of Twyman-Greene Interferometer 
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press·ures but of precisely the S3.111C physical length, L, each sample is placed 
in a beam of 1nonoehro1natic light Clnanating fro1n a single point source. Let 
the optical paths be such that the tin1e diiferenc~ for the light to traverse the 
distance through a and b is 
rnA 
room 
tb- ta = V 
room 
(16) 
where tis the tilne, Vis the light velocity, and m is the number of light cycles 
difference in the paths. The value of m can change as the time difference changes 
and indicates ihe fringe order or fringe shift. To relate the physical length, 
· L, of the test section to the time difference of the two paths 
L L 
i,- ta = vb ~ v 
a 
(17) 
The index of refraction, equation one, allows the light velocities in a and b to 
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vac vac 
which is equivalent to equation 14. 
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lll vac 








changes, a fringe shift of o:cder m could be observed, where m again represents 
the munber of light cycles differeace in the paths. 
Again in order to relate the index of refraction and the gas density, 
the Gladstone-Dale equation (Equation 6) is used. The refractive index for 
paths a and bare 
n = KG Dp a - a 
Subtracting, 
Equating 24 and 23 







which is usually written 
Pb- Pa = 
rnA 
vac 
L KG- D 
With localized fringes, the fringe shift 111 can be expressed as 
and an alternate form of equation 2 6 becomes 
X 
vac 1 





In equations 26 and 27, the densities of the gas san1ples have been related 
to the wavelength, i\ , of a known monochromatic light, the physical length of 
the san1ple or test section, Land the Gladstone-Dale constant, KG_ n· 
Detennination of the fringe shift, m, is then necessary to con1plete the 
calculation of the difference in the two densities. If the density of one sample 
of gas is known, the other density can be calculated fron1 equations 26 and 27. 
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III. EXPERilVIENTAL EQUIPlviENT 
In planning further instrumentation for tha University of :Missouri at 
Rolla Shock Tube Facility (4), it was felt that a schlieren system to photograph 
t.he shock wave would be the 1nost versatile optical systen1 available. In con-
nection with another specific project, however, a 'I\vyn1an-Greene interfero-
meter was the most suitable instrument. The 'I\vyn1an-Greene interferometer 
would also double as a two-pass schlieren system for shock tube and wind tunnel 
use by covering one mirror. Therefore an interferometer was designed to 
serve these two purposes en1ploying a laser as a light source. The laser 
selected was a continuous beam helium-neon type with light output of 6328 
angstrorn wavelength. Since it was a continous source, a high- speed 1novie 
can1era was needed to take scPJieren pictures. Because no camera was avail-
able with adequate fra1ning rate (greater than 25,000 picf:ures per second) the 
decision was n1ade to modify an existing schlieren system (1) to employ a flash 
la1up light source in order to achieve the short exposure tin1e necessary for 
good photographs. The pressure transducers which were used for velocity 
1neasurements were thus used also to trigger the light source firing circuit. 
The interferometer (Figure 9) will consist of two plane 1nirrors placed 
at right angles to each other and on opposite sides of the shock tube. A beam 
splitter plate will divide the collimated laser beam and direct the two parts 
at. the mirrors. One of the beams will necessarily pass through the shock tube. 
Afte1· reflection, the beatns will be rejoined at the beam splitter and the 
resulting interference pattern may be detected, displayed or photographed as 
28. 
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1. Optical Benches 3. Plane Mirrors 
2. Beam Splitter 4. Laser 
Figure 9. Interferotneter for UMR Shock Tube Facility 
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i\.11 optical con1.ponents of the systcn1 are to be n1.ow1tcd on lathc-b£>d 
type optical benches to n1ake aligning and focusing t:!le system as easy as possible. 
The optical benches will be n1ounted on the specially designed and constructed 
1nobile base. 
Design requirernents for the mobile base (Figure 10) were: 1) that it 
be heavily constructed to provide a solid base for the interferometer, and 2) 
that it be easily movable for use with either the shock tube or wind tunnel. 
Limitations on the height" and geometry of the base were unposed by the height 
of the shock tube and by the supports on which the tube rested. 
Since optical systems are very sensitive to vibrations, especially high 
frequency vibrations, the base for the systems should be rigid to prevent rela-
tive 1notion of the components and yet a low natural frequency (w :.:: .Vk/ln) is 
0 
desirable to reduce the effect of trans1nitted vibrations. The spring constant, 
k, for t:he base was kept fairly low by mounting the entire system on low pres-
sure pnemnatic tires. System mass, IVI, and rigidity were provided by the 
use of an 8" x 8" wide flange H-beam (about 34 pounds per foot) as the basic 
structural com.ponent. 
The laser bemn to be used for interferometry will be about 2 1nm in 
dian1eter, which 1neans that vertical 1notion of the beam will be required to 
enable the user to investigate a composite cross-section of the shock wave. 
\Vindows for the interferometer are about three-eighths inch in diruneter and 
will be mounted off-center in their window disks (Figure 11) which can be 
rotated. This rotation wil11nove the window laterally as well as provirung 
the vertical n1otion required. Thus the interferometer will be required to 
30. 
1. Mobile Base 5. Charge Amplifiers 
2. Schlieren System 6. Test Section 
3. Schlieren Light Source 7. Driver Sections 
4. Oscilloscope 
Figure 10. Experimental Equipment Setup 
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a. Interferometer Window 
b. Schlieren Window 
Figure 11. Window Disks and Glass 
also n1ove laterally to follow the window n1otion. 
Vertical 1notion of the system was provided by three hydraulic jacks. 
Each jack had a lifting capacity of one and one-half tons but did not support 
n1ore than about 400 pounds. To keep disturbances of the optical system at 
a minin1um while it was being moved to follow the windows, the jacks were, 
1nounted directly above the casters. Thus the necessity for lowering the jacks 
before each move was eliminated. The hydraulic jacks allowed the elevation 
and level of the system to be accurately controlled while providing a slight 
shock absorber effect. 
All three casters, of the swivel type, provided excellent nianeuver-
ability, but they cou]d not be loaded directly over the axle. The moment 
created by this eccentric loading was counteracted by three one inch diameter 
guide rods which slid up and down in pipes welded to the base (Figure 12). 
The entire support assembly above each caster consisted of an 8 x 8 x 1/2 
inch steel plate to which the hydraulic jack and guide rods were bolted and 
welded respectivsly. This asse1nbly mated with a leg welded under the 1nain 
H-bemn. Each leg was a four inch length of H-beam. The guide pipes, 
welded inside the leg, protruded through the lower t1ange of the main beam. 
A hole was also cut in the beam to allow the head of the jack to bear on a 
block which was welded to the web of the H-beam. The minimum height of 
the base was thus sbcteen and one- half inches from the floor to the top of 
the main H-beam. 
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Figure 12 . Mobile Base Leg 
The configuration of the suppo1·t structure was designed to match the 
configuration of the interferometer. The optical benches which weigh about 
150 pounds each will be bolted to the base on the 1/2 x 3 x 12 inch steel pads 
provided. The bench arrangement (Figure 9) wiH distribute the total load 
nearly equally to the three wheel locations. Dowelled and bolted joints will 
1naintain the proper alignment of the optical benches. The laser wi 11 rest on 
a r::tised platform to assure that its axis coincides with the interferometer' s 
optical axis. 
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The schlieren system used was built by Philip Chen (1) and is fully 
de;scribed in his thesis. It was a twin mirror system employing two parabolic 
concave mirrors and three front surface plane mirrors to make up the configur-
ation of Figure 13. All these parts were mounted on a plywood chassis, a box 
8 inches in heightanddep;hand 96 inches long. The image cut-off device, also 
attached to the chassis, embodied adjustments to focus the second parabolic 
rnlrror in the plane of the knife-edge and to n1ove the knife-edge with hori-
zontal, vertical and rotary motion. Transverse motion at any particular 
angular orientation was also possible. 
The recording device was a Graph:flex Photorecord, 35 nun camera 
from ·which the lens and shutter system had been removed. The shutter was 
mounted at one end of an aluminmn tube in which a telescope objective lens 
had been fixed. This is designated as the high power telescope in Figure 13. 
Adapting the can1era to the other end of the tube gave the camera a 31 inch 
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Figure 13. Schem,atic Diagram of Twin-Mirror 
Schlieren System 
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1. Camera for Schlieren System 
2. Image Cut-Off Device 
Adjustments K1 , K2 and K3 
Figure 14. Schlieren System on Mobile Base 
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the telescope. The ilnage cut-off device is also visible. 
The light source used was an electronic flash lan1p, Honey·well Strobonar 
1\iodel 660, with a minimum light pulse duration of about 20 microseconds. It 
was bolted to the schlieren system chassis by the bracket directly behind the 
oscilloscope in the photo of Figure 10. The front face of the la1np was posi-
tioned in the same plane that the filament of a continuous light source occupied 
during the aligning procedure. 
Triggering for the flash lamp was provided through a silicon control 
rectifier (G. E. C20C). The SCR gate was triggered by the external delayed 
trigger source from the time delay circuit built into the oscilloscope which 
was used for these experiments. This delay circuit was continuously cali-
-6 brated for delay times from 0. 1 x 10 seconds to 50 seconds. The light 
pulse from the flash lamp occurred less than one microsecond after the trig-
ger pulse from the delayed trigger. 
The schlieren system wa.s 1nounted on the mobile base allowing the 
shock h1be test section to pass through the collimated portion of the beam 
(Figure 10). The end of the system to which the light source was attached 
was set atop an H-beam section which was then cla1nped to the mobile base. 
The other end was bolted to the laser platform supports and the ca1nera was 
supported by another short length of H-bea1n. All slits of the light source 
system were in a vertical position. 
To permit the use of the optical systems, arrangmnent was made to 
rnount glass windows in the shock tube walls. The four inch diameter windows 
used with the schlieren system are shown in the photograph of Figure 15. 
Dr·awings 1 through 5 in Appendix II are detail drawings of the parts used to 
hold the schlieren windows in place. The window glass, fused silica, was 
secured in the window disks (Drawing No. 2) which were in turn secured in 
38. 
the m.ounting plates (Drawing No. 1) by the cover plates (Drawings No. 4 and 5). 
The n101.~n"!..ing plates were bolted to each other across the shock tube. Because 
of the diffurence in optical requirements and beam size in the schlieren and 
inierfero1neter systems, provision was made in the window design for the 
interchange of window disks. One set holds the schlieren windows while the 
other t~et will hold the smaller interferometer windows. Drawing No. 6 gives 
the basic dimensions of the latter. Changing from one system to the other 
does not require actually handling the glass since it can remain in the window 
disks. 
The schlieren windows were one inch thick and accomn1odated a beam 
diameter of about four inches. Each piece of glass fit in a tapered hole in 
the steel window disks (Drawing No. 2). The schlieren window hold down ring 
(Drawing No. 3) pressed the glass tightly into the hole against an 0-ring and 
thus sealed the opening with the surface of the glass flush with the inner sur-
face of the window disk. Twelve, 5/16 - 24 UNF bolts held each schlieren 
window in place. To assure an even clamping pressure on the glass, a 
tightening torque of one hundred inch-pounds was applied to each bolt. The 
schlieren window was mounted 5/16 inch off-center so that the glass could 
overlap the top or bottom edge of the shock tube. Thus, optical studies 
~9. 
Figure 15. Shock Tube Window Mounts 
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could be made at any vertical position in the shock tube. The size of the 
schlieren window and its hold down ring required the cover plate to be assen1bled 
in one particular orientation with respect to the window. To traverse the entire 
tube cross section, the cover plate would need to be rotated along with the 
schlieren window through a full 180 degrees. 
· The intez:ferometer windows were 3/4 inch thick and the surfaces were 
ground flat and parallel to within 1/10 wavelength. The maximum beam dian1eter 
which could be used with these windows is about 3/8 inch. Mounting these 
\\-~indows off-center will allow the entire vertical cross section of the tube to 
be accessible to the interferometer. The window size and off-set will cause 
the windows to travel in an arc as the disk is rotated, rather than moving 
directly vertically. Index marks on the cover plates will aid in alignment of 
the windows during the rotation. 
The mounting plates were used to provide support for the windows and 
cover plates. By bolting the n1ounting plates to each other, a firn1 support 
for the windows was provided. Having the small dia1neter of the tapered hole 
to the inside of the tube allowed the window disks to be inserted or removed 
without re1noving the mounting plates from the tube. The arrangen1ent was 
good for vacuum purposes as the lower pressure inside the tube aided in 
sealing the opening by more secure seating of the disk. Also, no bolts or 
fasteners were required inside the tube. The cover plate, when bolted to 
the mounting plate, pressed the window disk into the tapered hole against 
an 0-ring and flush with the inside of the tube. An offset section view through 
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the window asse1nLly on the shock tube is shown in Figure 16. 
At the beginning of each experiment, a vacuum was drawn on the tube. 
The glass was then supported by its tapered hole. After the shock had passed 
the window, a res:idual positive pressure was left in the tube until vented to the 
atrnosphere. During this tin1.e the glass was held in place by the hold down 
rings; the window disks were ht=:ld in place by the cover plates and the mounting 
plates supported the entire load through the connecter bolts. San1.ple calculations 
in Appendix II show that all bolts were selected to withstand internal tube pres-
sures over 4000 pounds per square inch. However, the schlieren window hold 
down ring in its present fonn (Drawing No. 3) should not be subjected to pres-
sures greater than about 1300 pounds per square inch. 
The large bearing surface necessary for the 0- ring seal behind the 
n1ounting plates was obtained by welding a steel block on the top and bottom of 
the shock tube (Figure 17). After welding, the sides of the tube were machined 
parallel and to a thickness of 5/16 inch. A seven and seven-eighths inch dia-
n1.cter hole 5/16 inch deep then just reached the inside of the tube wall and 
the 1nounting plates did not protrude into the flow path. 
A photograph of the shock wave does not answer all the questions 
required to study thoroughly the shock wave. Velocity detennination using 
shock wave detectors which do not obstruct the flow is necessary. In early 
shock tube investigations, the detectors most frequently used were thin film 
resistance gauges which had a very good response to temperature changes. 
Calorimeter or thick film heat gauges (15) were also developed to n1easure 
43 .. 
Transducer Mounting Hoi 
Figure 1 7. Shock Tube :J\.fodification 
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high heat transfer rates more accurately than the thin filln gauges. The develop-
ment of piezo-electric crystals to measure dynamic pressure changes had made 
the 1neasure1nent of pressure in the shock tube more feasible. Crystals with 
output rise thnes of about three microseconds are n1uch better shock detectors 
than 1nechanically activated pressure sensors. The crystals are also easier 
to operate and maintain than the thin film gauges. 
For this facility, the decision was made to use two piezoelectric pres-
sure transducers, Kistler Model 601A, and flush-mount them in the top of the 
shock tube. A velocity detennination was made from the time interval between 
pressure transducer outputs and was the average velocity over the distance 
behveen the pressure transducer locations. Be~aure of the attenuation of shock 
velocity and strength which occurs in the length of the tube, the accuracy of the 
velocity calculation is greatly affected by the separation of the transducers. 
The more closely they can be mounted to each other, the 1nore accurate the 
velocity detennination for that position in the tube will become. 
The transducers for this facility were mounted in the shock tube by 
Frst 1nounting them. in stainless steel adapters (Drawing No. 7, Appendix IT) 
which were screwed into the appropriate holes in the top of the shock tube 
(Figure 17). One hole was located two and three-quarter inches upstream 
(toward the diaphragms) from the center of the mounting plates. The other 
hole was one-quarter inch downstream of the same centerline, making the 
total separation 3. 000 + • 005 inches. All optical studies could thus be 
1nade between the transducer locations. The output of the first transducer 
\vas then used to trigger the light source for the schlieren system. 
J. C. Muirhead's (13) experience with pressure transducer mountings 
in shock tubes showed that his method of mounting the transducer on its own 
base, separated from the shock tube, yielded a pressure trace free from dis-
turbances caused by shock tube vibration. The transducer was 1notmted in a 
large mass and suspended in a hole in the shock tube. This 1nethod has its 
advantages, but it was not practical in this facility prilnarily because of the 
location of all the optical equipment. Observation of the pressure traces, 
such as those shovvn jn Figure 18, page 50, indicated that the tr<cu1sducers 
were not subjected to a significant amount of tube vibrations. 
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IV. EXAl\1PLE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The equipment used for these experiments included the shock tube (4), 
schlieren systen'l (1), the Kistler 1\!Iodel 601A pressure transducers with charge 
amplifiers, and the Tektronix Dual Bemn Oscilloscope, 1\1odel 556, with polaroid 
camera. Helium was the driver gas for all runs in this series. 
Step one in preparing for a run in the double diaphragm 1node was to 
align the schlieren system using the procedure described in Appendix I, or to 
verify the alignment of the system. This time was also used as warm-up time 
for the electronic equip1nent. 
Following the optical system alignn1ent, a diaphragn1 was inserted 
between the test section and driver section and evacuation of the t-ube was begun. 
An estimate of the shock velocity and strength was made by reference 
to charts on double diaphragn1 shock tube theory which deterrnine the expected 
resultant Mach num.ber as a function of the pressure ratios betv.reen the various 
sections of the tube. One such chart was available from Mr. H. S. Joyner's 
work (11). The necessary trace sweep rate for the oscilloscope and required 
amplifier gains were detern'lined. The estimate of shock velocity also pro-
vided a basis on which to calculate the approximate delay tin1e necessary for 
the light trigger. 
Afte:.c a sufficient wann-up period, the charge amplifiers were checked 
for zero and drift and the controls of the oscilioscope were set to the desired 
positions. For recording the pressure traces, both bean1s of the scope made 
a single sweep at a rate set by the common tin1e base. The output from the 
first pressure transducar triggered the sweep of both beams sinulltaneously. 
A data sheet (Table I) on oscilloscope settings, charge amplifier settings and 
diaphragrn din~ensions was completed for all tests. 
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Vlith all controls set as desired, the sweep triggering level was adjusted 
to eliminatt=: ac-.:!idental triggering by a switch which could be used to initiate 
diaphragm rupture. The switch activated a solenoid to release a spring loaded 
plunger which would strike the diaphragm initiating the rupture. The triggering 
level having been set, the plunger was cocked and the switch unplugged. The 
second diaphrag1n was then positioned without danger of accidental plunger 
release. 
Vlith these final settings made, the oscilloscope and light operation 
\vere checked by triggering the single sweep with the calibrated output from 
the oscilloscope . 
. After this check, the oscilloscope grid was photographed and the grid 
illun1ination was turned off. The test section pressure was recorded and the 
valve to the vacuu1n pump was closed to protect thevacuum gauge. The 
oscilloscope sweep was armed and the can1era shutters were opened for a 
time exposure as pressure was increased in the driver section. This procedure 
assured recording of data regardless of whetlE r the diaphragm was ruptured 
at a predetern1ined pressure or ruptured under pressure before the desired 
value was reached. 
I1nmediatcly after the rupture of the diaphragm the ca1nera shutters 
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The pressure was then released slowly and the diaphragms were ren1oved. 
Pre:::;sure and velocity calculations were 1nade fr01n the polaroid picture 
of the pressure traces. 
RESULTS OF EXAMPLE 
The photograph of Figure 18 is a typical pressure transducer output 
trace displayed by the oscilloscope and was photographed during the run for 
which the data of Table 1 was recorded. The upper trace was the output of 
the first transducer which was positioned upstream from the windows. The 
lower trace was the output of the second transducer positioned directly over 
the window. The velocity was determined by measuring the horizontal dis-
tance fr01n point 1 to point 2 on the photograph and multiplying by the sweep 
rate to cleter1nine the elapsed time. Point 2 is a point on the initial pressure 
output of the second transducer which corresponded in voltage level to the 
voltage level required for the first pulse to trigger the trace sweeps. 
The elapsed tilne over the distance of three inches for this run was 
4. 25 em. x 1Q.Lsec/cm = 42. f4.tsec. 
The velocity was then 
3 in. 
-6 
12 in/ft x 42.5 x 10 sec. 
= 5890 ft. per sec. 
0 Sonic velocity, c, in the tube with air te1nperature of 80 F was cal-
culated by the formula 
c = ...; yg R T 
c g 
where y is the ratio of specific heats, R is the specific gas constant for g 
49. 
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Figure 18. Pressure Transducer Trace 
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0 
air, 53. 3 (ft-lbf)/ (lb - R), g is the gravitational constant 32 ') (lb -ft)/ 
m c ' ·- m 
2 (1bf-sec ); and Tis the temperature in degrees Rankine. Thus, 
c = ..j 1.4 (32.2) (53.3) (540) = 1138 ft/sec 
The l\1:ach number, shock velocity divided by sonic velocity, was 
M = 5890ft/sec = 517 
A 1138 ft/ sec · 
Static pressure 1neasurement from the pressure traces was rather 
inaccurate because both transducers apparently vibrated at their natural fre-
quency following excitation by the step input of the pressure pulse. The 
lower trace appeared as an undamped sine wave oscillating at 150 kilocycles 
per second w bile the upper trace displayed "beats" or alternating periods of 
resonant and attenuated vibration. This oscillatory response is a typical 
reaction of any undarnped or lightly da1nped system to a step input. The output 
chr..rge oscillates about the value of the pressure induced charge level. 
The pressure calculation was made by finding an average voltage level 
of the O.rst few oscillatims of the two traces. The scale factor or vertical 
an1pliiier gain in the oscilloscope for this run was 0.1 volts per centimeter 
and the average output was deter1nined to be 0. 04 volts. This reading divided 
by the charge amplifier gain, 10 millivolts per picocoulomb, deter1nined the 
charge output of the transducers at 
40 mv 
10 1nv/pCb = 4 picocoulombs 
Dividing the charge by the calibration sensitivity of the transducer, 
1.12 pCb/psi determined the magnitude of the static pressure change 
4 pCb 
1. 12 pCb/psi = 3 · 67 psi 
Using the actual initial tube pressure as the zero transducer pressure 
reading, the static pressure ratio across the shock wave was 
~ = 3. 792 psia 
P 0.122 psia 
X 
= 31.09 
The theoretical value of the static pressure ratio across a shock wave 
is n1ost easily calculated in a reference frame which is traveling with the 
shock wave. This essentially makes the shock wave stationary and lets the 
gas flow through the discontinuity. Because the gas into which the shock wave 
is actually moving is at rest with respect to the tube, the gas velocity with 
respect to the shock wave is equal to the actual shock velocity as measured 
in the tube. Thus, in the reference frame attached to the shock, the velocity 
of the gas (subscript x) approaching the shock wave is M and in the test is 
X 
. l\i = 5.17. 
X 
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In this frame of reference, the l'l:ach number of the gas 1noving away from 
the shock wave (subscript y) will be subsonic because of the strong normal 
shock and 1nay be calculated by the equation 





where again y is the ratio of specific heats. 
? 
= ..@. 1 7)... + 2/0. 4 
I 2 . (2. 8 0. 4) (5. 17) - 1 
-- 0.1708 
This value of J\;12 can be substituted directly into the equation y 
~ ... + yM! .l. = 
px 1 2 + "'M , y 
to calculate the static pressure ratio across the shock wave. The calculated 
ratio is then, 
2 
= 1 + 1.4(5.17) = 
1 + 1. 4(. 1708)2 31.82 
The experilnenta 1 value is very close to the theoretical value considering 
the technique required to read the vacuum gauge and the oscilloscope traces. 
The equations used for the theoretical calculations were taken from Chapter 5 
of A. H. Shapiro' s Book (18). 
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V. GENERAL RESULTS 
The mobile base was subject to reaction to some low frequency vibrati0ns, 
but no apparent effects were transmitted to the schlieren system. Since the two 
ends of the schlieren system were not rigidly attached to each otle r through 
their own chassis, one end could be moved relative to the other. The alignment 
was not permanently affected by any applied force on the mobile base. The 
mobile base thus displayed its capability to isolate the system from high fre-
quency vibration and to provide the required rigidity and mobility. 
Window performance was excellent. The seal performance was demon-
strated by the very low pressures reached with the vacuum pump on the tube. 
Once the valve to the vacuum pump was closed, the tube pressure increased at 
a rate less than two inches of mercury per hour; a quite acceptable leak rate for 
this serjes of tests. 
No static test was performed 011 the windows to determine maxhnum safe 
working conditions and at no time during this series of tests was the test section 
subjected to a static pressure of more than 70 pounds per square inch. Higher 
pressures will occur as higher Mach numbers are obtained, however, the use 
of con1.bustion techniques should still limit the internal tube pressure to the 
design pressure of 1000 psi. At this pressure, all parts of the window mounts 
with the exception of the schlieren window hold down ring have a design factor 
of safety of frorr1 four to about six. The schlieren window hold down ring was 
lin1ited to 1345 psi static tube pressure as shown by the calculations in Appen-
dix n. 
The Inounting plates were subjected to some bending \vhen the connector 
bolts were tightened. Since this could have resulted in a poor seal, the cover 
plates were tightened into position before final tightening of the connector bolts. 
The inner surface of the cover plate did not fit exactly flat against the 1notmting 
plat~ because a shi::n was used on the outer edge of the window disks to increase 
their thickness and ilnprove cla1nping pressure on the disk. This allowed shims 
to be placed between the cover and mounting plates on both sides of the bolts 
which \verc at the level of the tube centerline (Figure 16)o Securely tightening 
the cover plate bolts therefore acted to bend the mounting plate in the opposite 
direction from the connector bolts. The net effect was to hold the -..nounting 
plates strajght and relieve stresses due to bending in the thinnest portion of the 
lnount1ng plates. The shock tube test section was also greatly stiffened by the 
o.ddition of the windmv a:::se1nblies. 
Pressure transducer output could be adequately interpreted by averaging 
the voltage out-put of the traces. However, the oscillatory nature of the traces 
was undesirable. Various settings of an1plifier gains and different shock veloc-
ities failed to have any effect on the nature of the two traces. Setting the gains 
too high resulted in pressure traces which could not be used for pressure cal-
cula,tions because the traces were not bright enough at the very fast sweep 
rates to expose properly the recording film. Approximate velocity measure-
!nents, within 5 to 10 percent error, could be obtained because film exposure 
was sufficient on the second trace up to the point of trace deflection caused by 
the pressure pulse. 
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'I'he photograph of Figure 19 is a steady st:1.te schlieren picture of a heated 
soldering iron. TI1e soldering iron tip extends from the right side of the photo-
graph towards the upper left hand corner and in this print is about one and one-half 
t.il11es its actual size. On the right side of the picture is shown a wire which was 
hanging across the center of the shock tube windows as a reference marker. Thus 
the position of the sqldering iron is indicated for this photograph as being nearly 
in the center of the schlieren window. The tip was actually held outside the '\\'indows 
with the tip pointing generally in the direction of the driver sections of the tube. 
Tih.m1ination for the photograph was provided by a single flash frmn the nash lanlp 
with light duration of approx:imately 20 microseconds. 
'!11c useful size of the schlieren field was severely limited by shadows 
of two diagonal mirrors, thus reducing the margin for error in setting the delay 
time. rnultiplier for the flash lrunp delay tdgger. In order to get a picture of the 
shock wave, the velocity had to be predicted quite closely because the free field 
1.mdt:r these conditions was limited to about 2 inches along the tube length instead 
of the 3 to 4 inches desired. No schlieren picture of the shock wave was obtained 
during thi::; series of runs due first to inaccuracy of timing and then to failure 
of the triggering switch for the light source. 
Figure 20 is a photograph of smne of the diaphragins used during this 
series of tests. All diaphragms were cut from almninum sheets 0. 085 inches 
thick. The n1 ate rial was quite ductile and no b1.·eakage occurred in the shock 
tube. Fig·ure 21 is the bursting pressure data obtained fron1 the tests con-
ducted. All scribing was done with a milling machine and the best results 
Figure 19. Steady State Schlieren Picture 
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Figure 21. Diaphragn1 Bursting Pressure Data Versus 
Material Thickness at Scribe Root 
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were obtained from diaphragms scribed by an end mill with the milling head at 
,45° to the plane of the working table. All scribe marks were made at 45° to 
60. 
the rollmarks on the material. Difficulty was encountered with some diaphragms 
\vhich were not absolutely flat before scribing because the scribe depth varied 
and the petalling effect was not uniform or predictable. The line drawn on the 
graph of Figure 21 is a random line to illdicate the general trend in the data. 
During this series of tests the facility was operated in both single and 
double diaphragm modes. Mach numbers which were recorded during the series 
varied frorn about 4 to 5. 25 and were in general agreement with theory when 
the area changes of the tube were taken into account along with the pressure 
ratios. Evidence from these tests indicated that producing a shock wave of low 
velocity was more difficult than expected. Single diaphragm operation and only 
pa·ctial evacuation of the tube might be used to obtain the low Mach numbers. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The mobile base and windows which were designed and built by the author 
performed their intended functions very well. To make the windows safer, how-
ever , the schlieren window hold down ring should be rebuilt to about twice the 
present thicknesso The result would be to raise its factor of safety by nearly 
four hundred percent. 
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The transducers and an1plifiers worked properly, but the absolute pres-
sures n1easured were .. ;ery low compared to the 0 to 5000 psi range of the trans-
ducers. Possible use of crystals with a lower pressure range ought to be investi-
gated. Tb..is type of change, or some external circuitry to add electrical dan1ping 
to the signal might improve the readability of the pressure traces. The accuracy 
of the velocity determination is very dependent on the accuracy of the physical 
measuren1ent of the distance from point to point on a photograph. The use of a 
digital interval counter with minimum divisions of 0.1 x 10-6 seconds would 
improve the accuracy by providing a direct reading of the interval that n1ust be 
n1easured in the photograph. 
Improvements to the schlieren system should be a light source with light 
pulse duration of about 1 to 5 microseconds. A purchased or developed source 
of this duration would extend the useful range of the schlieren system into the 
higher Mach numbers. A reliable switch for the light trigger must also be used. 
Efficient use of any light source is necessary for good photographic results. 
For a given light source, one particular color of the spectrun1 may be brighter 
than the other colors. Experin1entation with the focusing of the schlieren system 
should detennine the procedure necessary to allow any color of the spectrmn to 
be used as the green light was in these experilnents. 
The diaphragJ.n 1naterial was very good. One recommendation in its 
use would be to develop a syste1n or 1nethod to insure m1ifonn scribe depth on 
each diaphragtn. \Vith n1ore :miform.ity of the scribe depths, the bursting pres-
sures should become 1nore predictable and reproducible. 
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Because no results are immediately available from the 35 1n1n crunera 
now used with the schlieren system, any errors in aligmnent could go undetected 
during a series of tests. 'I11e addition of an adapter to n1ount a polarold c::unera 
in place of the 35 1nn1. camera on the schlieren syste1n would shorten the time 
necessary to evaluate a test's results. If adjustments were necessary, they 
could be 1nade after each test. 
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APPENDIX I 
PHOCEDURES FOR USING THE T\VIN-lVIIHROR SCHLIEREN SYSTEM (1) 
1) Light Source System (Refer to Figure 13) 
First, adjust the position of the cond~nser along its optical axis to form 
a sharp im.age of the light bulb filament at the plane of the first narrow slit 
(S1) a.nd then adjust the position of the image of the fila1nent to the center of the 
slit by turning the three screws at the bulb socket base. The dist9nce between 
the first slit and the collimator is fixed at 178 mm, exactly one focal length of 
the collimator. Remove the prism and turn the system to pla.ce every optical 
part on one common optical axis. This position can be easily seen i.f the image 
o:f th(" flrst slit falls on the second slit (S2) which was centered previously. 
The next step is to adjust the focus of the telescope objective lens (J .... 2) to 
for1n a clea.r image of the first slit on the plane of the second slit {S,,). 1\Iove 
"" 
th~ 1nova.ble arm of the light source system to about 30 degrees and insert the 
prism .into the system. Then adjust the movable arm to make the spectrum 
fall on the second slit (S2). The prism should be placed sym.metrically to 
buth inc~.dentallight and refracted light. 
2) Diagonal Mirror n1 and n2 
Put the complete light source system in plae:e and adjust the distance 
from the second slit (S2) to the first concave n1irror (l\11) to exactly one focal 
length (45 inches). Apply the light source, and place a piece of white cardboard, 
about 7 by 7 inches square with a 4 inch diam.eter circle centered on it, in 
front of the fi.rst mirror (M1). This shows if the light from the second slit 
66. 
(S2) impinges on the first concave mirror (M1); if not, adj:lst the diagonrrl rnirrors 
(D1 and D2) to make the light spot coincide with the 4 inch circle with approxi-
mutely a one- half inch margin. 
3) First Concave Mirror M 
1 
The adjustment of the first concave mirror can be achieved by placing 
the same \vhite eardbe>ard in front of the second concave mirror (M ) to see if 
2 
the ·1 inch light beam from the first concave mirror (M ) exactly coincides 
1 
'vith 1.'1:2 ; if not, adjustment of the first concave mirror is achieved by turning 
the three a/ijusting screws at the end of the box. 
4) Scconc: Concave Mirror M2 
ln~~ert a small piece of white cardboard between M2 and the third ding-
onal mirror (D 3) to see if the reflected light from the mirror M2 impinges ~t 
the! cent(.;r of the third diagonal mirror. Adjust the mirror by the three screws 
at the e1:.d of the box. 
5) Focusing the Second Concave Mirror (M2) (Refer to Figures 13 and 14) 
Place a small ground glass at the plane of the knife-edge and move the 
third diagonal mirror by turning the focusing knob K1 to make a sharp image 
of tl,e light source slit on the ground glass. The sharpness of the image can 
be exan').ined by a magnifying glass. If the image is not at the center of the 
knife·- edge, horizontal and vertical adjustment is possible by turning the 
G) Checking the PaJ..·allelism of the Kni.fe- Edge and Image 
Put the high power viewing telescope in place with a 45° vie\ving magni-
fier in place. If the knife-edge is not parallel to the light source image, turn 
the knife- edge. 
7) Camera Film Plane 
\Vith the camera adapter in place on the end of the high power telescope, 
place the ground glass in the film plane of the camera. If the entire field is not 
visible on the glass, 2,djust the position of the tube until the desired image is 
observed on the glass. 
8) Positioning the Flash Lamp 
1'1easure the distance from some fixed point on the light source system 
to the plane of the light bulb filament used in aligning the entire system. Secure 
the nash lamp to its bracket so the front face of the lamp lies in the same plane 





\:V"'INDO\V DESIGN SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 
Calculations 'Vere made to assure that adequate load carrying capability 
was available in the bolts used to assembie the window mounts. The de:sign pres-
sure of the shock tube is 1000 psi, but \\·ith possible future reinforcement, the 
design pressure could be inc1·eased. On tht;; basis of this possibility and the 
consideration of space !imitations, 311 bolt sets were designed to have load 
cap~J)iJ.ities in exce::.~s of that necessary for 4000 psi static tube pressure. Fail-
ure of the bolts is assumed to occur at the proof load or yield strength. No bolt 
preloading -was calculated because all parts were to be sealed with 0- rings. 
The _connector bolts used to hold the mounting plates on the shock tube 
-..~·m:e the rnost critical for load carried and space required. 
The first estimate of load requirements was made by using the approxi-
rn:>~te areq removed from the shock tube wall and multiplying by a desjgn pres-
.sure of 5000 psi 
5000 psi x 41.55 sq. in. = 208,000 lbs. 
The total force on the connector bolts was twice tllis figure because the bolts 
support2d plr..tes on both sides of the tube 
F = 2x208,000lbs. = 416,000lbs. 
All bolts were spaced at a minimum of three and one- half bolt diameters 
to allow an open end wrench to be used. Knowing the length of a bolt line or 
bolt c.ircle circumference, the maximum bolt diameter was calculated by 
D = max (NB- 1) 3.5 
LBL (ll-1} 
-.vh.e:·e LBL is the length of bolt line and NB is the number of bolts to be used 
on that line. 
As a first trial for bolts to carry this load, select grade 5 SAE bolt 
material 3-nd eight bolts, four p0r side. With the outer of the four bolts spaced 
<tt 8. 875 inches the 1n~ximum bolt diameter was by (Il-l) 
D 
max 
8. 875 in. 
- -----
(4-1)3. 5 = • 845 in. 
The lo2 .. d carried per bolt was 
4~ 6 ' 000 lbs. = 52,000 lbs./bolt 
8 bolts 
Selecting, 0. 750- 16 UNF threads with tensile area, A , equal to t 
0. 3'7:J square inches the bolt stre.ss, ab' was 
52,000 lbs. 
a == = 139,4000 psi b 0. 373 sq. in. 
This stress was much higher than the 85,000 psi proof load specified 
as grade 5 standard and also was greater than the ultimate strength of 120,000 
psi. Therefore, eight grade 5 bolts would have been unsatisfactory for this 
use. 
Spacing five bolts on each side over a 10.5 inch length yielded a maxi-
mu1n bolt diameter, by (II-1) of 
10.5 in. 
D == = 0. 75 in. 
mn..x (5-1)3. 5 
The load per bolt then was 
416 , 000 lbs. = 41,600 lbs./bolt 
10 bolts 
Selecting grade 8 SAE material with bolt size of 0. 75- 16 UNF and At = 
6!1. 
o. 373 sq. in., the bolt stress was 
(J 
b 
= 41 ,_GOO lbs..! 
373 . == 112, 800 psi. 
. sq. 1n. 
Since the 120,000 psi proof load for grarle 8 material was greater than the bolt 
stress, this bolt set was used. 
\Vhen the tube contains a positive pressure, the total area zul)jected to 
the positive pressure was the entire are:1. within the 0-ring seal. The result 
of applying pressure to this larger area with the set of bolts previously decided 
upon was that the 1naximum safe tube pressure was decreased. The area inside 
the 0-ring \vas 
== 53. 33 sq. in. 
Using the previous bolt specifications and not adding any safety margin, 
the maxim.um force in each bolt was: 
120,000 psi x 0. 373 sq. in. /bolt -- 45,260 lbs. /bolt 
Total force on the bolt set thus could not exceed 
45,260 lbs./bolt x 10 bolts = 452,600 lbs. 
2.nd tbe r:.1aximum tube static pressure was: 
____ 452 2 600 lbs. 1 = 4250 psi 53. 33 sq. in. /plate x 2 p ates 
The cover plate bol~~ were designed to carry a maximmn force of 
F = n(7 • 4 in. >2 (5000 psi) = 215,000 lbs. 
4 
w·here 7. 4 inches were the minimum diameter of the window disk. The total 
tensile area of grade 8 bolt material necessary to provide a 1. 2 factor of 
safety was 
70. 
At= 215,000 I (120,00011.2) = 2.15 sq. in. 
Assuming that 14 bolts were required, the tensile area per bolt was 
2 • 15 sq. in. _ ') I 
At = 14 bolts - 0.15u8 sq. in. bolt 
Bolt specification of 1/2 - 20 UNF having tensile area A equal to 
t 
0 .15!H) sq. in. m.et the tensile area requirements. 
Bccauee of space limitations the bolts were placed as shown on drawing 
No. 4. Ninety degrees of a ten inch diameter bolt circle were used on each 
side of the window opening. Spacing five bolts in these ninety degrees limited 
the maximum bolt diameter to 
90° 
LBL = 3600 x rr x10. 0 = 2. 5rr in. 
D 1nax == 
rr2. 5 in. 
(5-1)3.5 =0.56in. 
\''hieh was greater than the 0. 50 dia1neter bolts chosen. Therefore, the 14 
e;r:1de i3 SAE bolts, 112 - 20 UNF, were used for the cover plates. 
The size of the schlieren window hold down ring and th8 bolt set used 
with the ring were closely related to obtain the smallest outside ring diameter 
pos:::;ible. Total force on the bolt set was 
F = rr{4 in. )2 (5000 psi) == 62, 8000 lbs. 
4 
where 4 inches was the minimum diameter of the schlieren window glass. The 
tvtal tensile area, At. required to provide a factor of safety of 1. 3 with grade 
8 SAE bolts was 
62 ~ 8000 lbs. I (120, 000/1. 3)psi = . 6804 sq. in. 
'71. 
Assuming that 12 bolts were to be used, the tensile area per bolt was 
• 6804 sq. in. 
12 bolts = • 0567 sq. in. /bolt 
72. 
The tensile area requirement was most closely matched by 5/16- 21 UNF 
bolts with tensile area At equal to 0. 058 sq. in. 
The radius to the outer edge of the hold down ring was set equal to the 
n1aximum. radius of the glass plus twice the bolt diameter (Figure II-a). Posi-
tioning the bolt circle at one bolt diameter from the outer edge allowed sufficient 
bolt contact area with the ring and provided clearance between the glass and the 
bolts of ore half bolt diameter, (z/ 4). 
Max. radius of __ __,~­
glass window 
~ Hold Down PJng 
~'S3 Window Disk 
'---~] \Vindow Glass 
Figure TI-a. Schlieren Window Hold Down 
Ring Size Determination 
Inside diameter of the ring 'vas made 1/8 inch smaller than the minimum 
diameter of the window de sign. 





= 7r(6. 4 in.) 
(12-1)3. 5 =0.48in. 
which was greater than the 5/16 in. diameter already chosen. 
To check the load carrying capabilities of the hold down ring, (Drawing 
No. 3) the ring was assumed to be simply supported at the bolt circle diameter 
and loaded uniformly over the annular area. The maximum stress in the ring 
w~s calculated frorn the equation taken from page 130 of reference (5) 
2 p R. 
S =~-o __ 
max i t2 
where o is the unit load applied, R is the outer radius, and tis the thickness 
·o 
of the plate. The factor, A.., is dependent on the ratio of outer to inner radius, 
1 
R/r, and is available from a chart on page 131 of reference (5). 
For the conditions given 
R/r = 2. 875 in. 1. 937 in. ·- 1. 483 
and A.. = 0. 976 
1 
AssUlning that failure occurs at the )'ield point and that 50, 000 psi yield 
point cold rolled steel was used, the maximum stress allowable with a factor 
of safety of 1. 3 was 
s 
max 
= 50,000 psi 
1.3 
The unit loading on the plate was then 
= 38,450 psi 
73. 
_ 38,450psi(.5in.)2 
P0 - 2 = 1192psi 
(. 9'76) (2. 875 in.) 
This loading was assumed distributed over an area of 
A =-L 
2 2 
7i{d - d.} 
0 1 
4 = 14.2 sq. in. 
The total force \Vhich the plate could carry was thus 
119.2 psi x 14.2 sq. in = 16,900 lbs. 
This total force distributed over the inside surface of the glass window 
(d = 4 in.) represented a static tube pressure of: 
16,900 lbs. x · 2 = 1345 psi 
rr(4 in.) 
4 
Therefore, any increase in the pressure rating of the shock tube test 
section would require reinforcement or rebuilding of the hold down ring to 
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RELATION OF DENSITY GRADIENT TO THE 
RADIUS OF CURVATURE OF A REFRACTED LIGHT RAY 
The physical situation considered in this derivation is shown in Figure 
ITI-a. A wavefront of light which is perpendicular to the page passes through 
the test section of physical Length L. In the section, the light encounters gas 
of varying density such that the refractive index of part of the gas is n1 . At 
E:~ome differential distance f-..s, the density has changed so that the refractive 
index is n2 . Assume that n2 is greater than n1 and that n1 is very nearly unay, 
a.s is the case with gases. 
R 
WFWF 
-1-r -1~ + -1 1-
Figure liT-a. Wavefront Rotation 
85. 
Since n2 is greate!' than n1 , the light velocity in n1 is greater than the 
light velocity in n2 b:v· virtue of Equation 2 on page 12. 
Thus, 
v nl :> vn2 
WF \VF 
WF -- \Vavefront 
Figure III-b. Differential Rotation of Light Wavefront 
The angle through which the wavefront rotates in time At is shown in 
Figure III-· b and can be expressed as 
(V - V ~t 
. nl n2' 
~s 
- tan 6. <1> (Ill-1) 
Because 6-t/>is very small, 
The summation of the incremental rotations is the deflection angle €, 
the total rrr~gnlar deflection of the light ray. 











Sir1ce n1 is very nearly equal to unlty, 
v v 
vr:c vac 
-·~--.. -- = --- - vn2 
nln2 n2 
(III-4) 
The summation oi (V nZ~ t) is equal to the tost section length L if~ t is 
the tin:.e necessary for the light traveling at velocity V 1".2 to travel the distance 
L. Therefore, 
(DI-5) 
(n.,- nl) a 
lim L -~- = L__!! = € ~s- 0 ~s as (111-6) 
The wavefront ro'k1.tion causes the ray to follow a curved path through 
the section and for small angles such as €, the length of arc divided by the 
radius of curvature is equal to the angle expressed in radians. Also for small 
86. 
87. 








Los -- e (ITI-6) 
and therefore, 
an 1 
= OS R (lll-8) 
the density gradit=mt equals the reciprocal of the radius of curvature of the 
light ray. 
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